Number of new infections per 100 000 inhabitants in the last 14 days (as of 07.06 till 13.06.2021) (the restriction on the freedom of movement applies to passengers arriving from countries marked in red)

- Andorra 284,86
- Austria 83,74
- Belgium 251,64
- Bulgaria 58,72
- Croatia 139,84
- Czech Republic 76,43
- Cyprus 151,24
- Denmark 238,51
- Finland 40,52
- France 103,0
- Germany 98,93
- Greece 225,88
- Hungary 61,06
- Iceland 10,44
- Ireland 119,49
- Italy 95,37
- Latvia 268,39*
- Liechtenstein 51,62
- Lithuania 311,84
- Luxembourg 137,52
- Malta 9,91
- Monaco 28,03
- Netherlands 287,07
- Norway 102,9
- Poland 45,03
- Portugal 65,19
- Romania 28,18
- San Marino 8,71
- Slovakia 76,17
- Slovenia 205,07
- Spain 132,11
- Sweden 227,4
- Switzerland 145,92
- United Kingdom 48,9
- Vatican 0,0

* With its order from 30 April, the Government of Estonia has eased the restrictions on cross-border movement for asymptomatic individuals who cross the national border between Estonia and Latvia at least twice a week for unavoidable work or studies. This means that starting from 3 May, the 10-day restriction on the freedom of movement does not apply to these individuals if they have taken at least one test for COVID-19 in the past seven days and the result is negative, or if they have recovered from COVID-19 in the past six months or if they have completed a vaccination programme.

The restriction on the freedom of movement also does not apply if an individual living in the administrative territory of Valga in Estonia or Valka in Latvia crosses the national border between the Republic of Estonia and the Republic of Latvia without leaving the administrative territories of Valga or Valka. At the border, they must present proof of employment (such as a letter from their employer) and a certificate proving a negative test result or vaccination/recovery.
Arriving from outside the European Union, the European Economic Area or the Schengen area

Travel to Estonia from outside the European Union, the European Economic Area or the Schengen area is possible, including for tourism, only from the countries listed in Annex 1 of the recommendation of the Council of the European Union on the gradual lifting of the temporary restrictions on non-essential travel into the EU. A 10-days restrictions on movement period is mandatory for passengers arriving from a country on the list with an infection rate above 16.

Countries outside the European Union from which it is possible to travel to Estonia, including for tourism (according to the list in Annex 1 of the recommendation of the Council of the European Union)

- Australia
- Israel
- Japan
- New Zealand
- South Korea
- Rwanda
- Thailand
- Singapore

The data is gathered from ECDC official data.

When arriving from third countries that are not listed in Annex I, a mandatory 10-day restrictions on movement period applies to those, who are allowed entry to Estonia.

Citizens of third countries arriving in Estonia for the purpose of work or studying at an educational institution registered in Estonia from a third country not included in Annex 1 of the recommendation of the Council of the European Union, is subject to the 10-day mandatory restrictions on movement period, and they must take a coronavirus test immediately after arriving in Estonia and a second test no earlier than six days after the first test.